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Summary possess some notable weaknesses in terms of their
ability to address the diverse data communication

The evolutionary growth of the Space Station and requirements of the Space Station. Commercially
the diverse activities onboard are expected to require available LAN's lack the performance characteristics
a hierarchy of integrated, local area networks capa-

necessary to accommodate high data rate applica-
ble of supporting data, voice, and video communica- tions such as the transfer of real-time, video data
tions. In addition, fault-tolerant network operation to and from points in the Space Station. Full mo-
is necessary to protect communications between crit- tion video displayed at various work stations wouldical systems attached to the net and to relieve the
valuable human resources onboard the Space Station augment a worker's ability to perform proximity op-erations onboard the Space Station. In addition to
of time-critical data system repair tasks. A key is- the performance limitations, most existing networks
sue for the design of the fault-tolerant, integrated are employed for office automation tasks and pro-
network is the development of a robust routing algo- vide little (if any) fault tolerance. The ability to de-
rithm which dynamically selects the optimum com- tect and recover from network faults with minimum

munication paths through the net. A routing tech- delay is particularly essential when critical systems,
nique is described that adapts to topological changes such as on-orbit control, are attached to the net and
in the network to support fault-tolerant operation are dependent upon it for reliable data communica-
and system evoIvability, tions. It is also desirable to employ fault-tolerant

Introduction networks even though the attached systems are not
critical to mission safety. This would relieve the valu-

The NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space Tech- able human resources onboard the Space Station of
nology is devoting part of its resources to the devel- time-critical data systems maintenance chores.
opment of technologies that will support the needs of The development of technologies for an inte-
an orbiting Space Station. One area of involvement grated, fault-tolerant information network capable of
for the Langley Research Center has to do with the supporting data, voice, and video communications is
development of .data system technologies which fit the emphasis of a research program at the Langley
into the context of the Space Station as currently en- Research Center. Since the network must provide al-
visioned. The Space Station should be established ternate communication paths for fault-tolerant oper-
in Earth orbit in the early 1990's and will initially ation and be capable of evolving along with the Space
consist of a minimum number of modules or com- Station, the development of a robust routing algo-
partments. There would then be a buildup phase rithm is a critical design issue. This paper presents
where compartments are added and joined as per the a description of a routing technique which was de-
functional activities onboard the station. In the ma- veloped to meet the diverse requirements of a Space
ture phase, the Space Station will have reached its Station information network.
maximum structural size (but would allow for the re-

placement of modules) and will possess its maximum Network Topology and Switching
operational capability. Considerations

The evolutionary growth of the Space Station,
along with the uncertainty of that growth, has im- Essential to the issue of fault tolerance is the se-
plications on the design of the data system. Elec- lection of an appropriate topology for the network.
tronic systems also need to be added or taken away Typical network topologies (e.g., ring and bus) offer
to meet changing requirements and to accommodate only one or two possible routes between any mes-
the continuing advances in electronics technology, sage source and destination. Although this mini-
One potential solution involves establishing a hier- mizes system complexity (e.g., routing decisions are
archy of computer networks for the Space Station trivial), very little fault tolerance is achieved. The
(ref. 1). Each module would contain its own local Space Station network should provide many alter-
arca network (LAN) (refs. 2 and 3), which would be nate paths between attached systems to achieve a
joined to networks in other modules via gateways or sufficient degree of fault tolerance. The penalty for
nodes to form a Space Station-wide network. The this feature is increased system complexity; however,
Space Station network would be able to communi- information can then be routed around or away from
cate with Earth-based networks over a telecommuni- faulty network elements so that normal operation is
cations channel producing a global data communica- maintained (at somewhat reduced capacity) after a
tions and processing system, failure occurs. In addition, increased performance

Although there are a large variety of local area can be obtained since multiple paths can also sup-
networks currently available (refs. 2 and 3), they port multiple, simultaneous communications.



The mesh topology (fig. 1) allows a high degree of Although circuit switching meets the require-
connectivity to achieve fault tolerance and high per- ments for video data, interactive or "bursty" data
formance. The nodes are intelligent interfaces which communications are better suited to packet switch-
service their attached host systems by controlling the ing. This switching technique allows network links to
flow of information in the network. The maximum be shared by host systems in a time division multi-
degree of connectivity is achieved when each node plexing fashion. Therefore, more efficient bandwidth
has a link to every other node in the net. The fully utilization is realized when bursty data are accom-
connected mesh is, however, impractical for large net- modated with packet as opposed to circuit switch-
works since the number of links grows as the square ing. One packet-switched method involves transport-
of the number of nodes. For the Space Station, a par- ing packets through the network over virtual circuits
tially connected mesh (four to eight links per node) (ref. 4). In this technique, the source to destina-
is feasible. In general, the partially connected mesh tion path is established prior to data transfer, as for
is an irregular topology; that is, no specific node physical circuits; however, there exists no direct con-
interconnect scheme is implied. Therefore, the in- nection through the intermediate nodes. Packets are
terconnections between nodes can be tailored to the stored at each node and are then forwarded over the

specific distributed processing application so that re- appropriate logical output channel as a function of
fated systems can be attached regardless of physical which input channel they employed on arrival. Input-
location. The braided mesh (fig. 2) is a special case to-output channel assignments are made at each node
of the mesh topology that offers a regular connection along the path during the virtual circuit establish-
scheme. Here, each node is connected to its left and ment process. The routing algorithm for the inte-
right neighbor and to the neighbors successor (four- grated information network must accommodate both
port node). This regular topology simplifies the lay- virtual and physical circuit establishment to support
ou_ of the network around the habitation modules of the diverse network communications.

the Space Station and also simplifies the procedure
for adding (or deleting) a node to the network (fig. 3). Routing Requirements and Algorithm
In addition, regularity of interconnects, in general, Classifications
tends to reduce the complexity of the routing prob- The selection of a robust routing technique for
lem. The routing algorithm subsequently described the integrated information network is critical to
in this paper is applicable to the braided mesh as achieving desired system features such as high-
well as any irregular mesh topologies. The major performance, fault-tolerant operation, evolvability,
drawback to the braided mesh is that the worst-case and minimum message delays. Several key require-
communications path between the two nodes at el- ments for routing in the network are listed in table I.
ther extreme of the braid will include all the nodes Most all routing algorithms compute the "shortest
in between those extremes. For a large network, this path" through the network; however, the algorithm
could result in excessive message delay and/or signal must also take into account the state of the network
attenuation; however, further definition and evalua- and the overhead associated with establishing the
tion of the node technology is necessary before defini- path to be truly effective. For example, an inopera-
tive limitations to network size can be established, tive node or a dead link must be detected and sub-

sequently avoided during path generation to ensure
Real-time, video communications onboard the delivery of the data to the destination. In addition,

Space Station will require a network whose data the circuit setup time must be kept to a minimum so
paths offer high throughput and minimum delay, that the network can respond to service requests in
This requirement for video cannot be obtained by a timely fashion. The routing scheme should include
using conventional packet-switching concepts (ref. 4). some mechanism for congestion control to minimize
The delay associated with the store and forward pro- message delay. For packet-switched networks, this
cess at each node is excessive for real-time applica- involves measuring the traffic flow at nodes in the
tions. One solution is to establish a physical, high- network so that new routes can be steered away from
throughput circuit between communicating sites on heavily loaded points in the network. This procedure
the net. This technique is known as circuit switch- tends to smooth out or balance traffic around the
ing. The high-performance, integrated network will network. When conventional circuit switching is em-
be configured to support circuit switching (fig. 4), ployed, links are dedicated to a physical circuit and
and the network nodes will be responsible for estab- are unavailable for use in any other communications
lishing a host-to-host circuit prior to the start of com- path until the circuit is disconnected. Therefore, the
munications. That circuit will remain intact until all routing technique should be capable of bypassing the
data transfers between the two points are complete, busy links and selecting the "next-best" path.



One of the primary attributes of local area net- The algorithm described in this paper can best
works in general is their ability to support data sys- be classified as a hybrid approach to routing. In this
tern evolvability. Therefore, a robust routing algo- scheme, the nodes operate in a decentralized, isolated
rithm would automatically recognize the addition (or fashion to establish communications paths through
deletion) of a node or link to the system and adjust the network, and a central authority is introduced to
the subsequent routing decisions accordingly, provide evolvability and route optimization. This hy-

Most of the diverse algorithms which exist for brid routing technique relieves the communications
routing data in a network can be placed into one of bottleneck associated with a totally centralized ap-
the four general classes (ref. 5) listed in table II. The proach while maintaining a global view of the net-
first category is the nonadaptive which encompasses work condition.
both fixed and random routing. In fixed routing,
no attempt is made to adjust to changing network Decentralized Route Selection
conditions. The routing table for each node, which
specifies the best outgoing link toward every other In the hybrid routing technique, the nodes in
node in the net, must be altered manually in order the network operate in a decentralized manner to
to respond to topological changes. Therefore, fixed establish physical and virtual circuits through the
algorithms are of little practical use. One example net. A source to destination communications path
of random routing is a technique known as flooding, is formed as each node along the path refers to its
Here, messages arriving at a node in the network local routing table to select the best output link or
are forwarded over all the outgoing links. Although port toward the specific destination node.
no routing decisions are necessary and the message This local route table (fig. 5) contains a list of
is likely to arrive at the intended destination, this the addresses of all the other nodes in the network,
"scatter-gun" approach greatly increases the conges- and for each address there is a ranking of the node
tion on the network, output ports. (See ref. 6 and pp. 95-104 of ref. 2.)

Implicit in the centralized algorithms, the second The ports are ranked according to the choice which
category, is the use of a single processor as the net- will provide the shortest distance to the correspond-
work routing center which dictates routing decisions ing destination address. A port status table is also
to all the nodes in the network. This central au- resident in each node to specify which ports are op-

thority possesses global knowledge of the state of the erational, and for circuit-switched communications,
network and employs this knowledge to adapt the whether the ports are, at that time, supporting a
network to changes in topology and communications physical circuit. For packet-switched applications,
load. The concept of a global perspective offers the this table might specify the number of logical chan-
potential for near-optimum routing. However, the nels per port which were actively supporting virtual
existence of a single route manager represents a per- circuits so that heavily loaded ports could be avoided.
formance bottleneck because of the overhead asso- A local routing and port status table is presented
ciated with exchanging large amounts of state and in figure 6 for one node (address d) of a seven-node
route information between the nodes and the cen- braided mesh network. For an example, consider the
tral authority. In addition, centralized approaches case where node d attempts to establish a circuit-
are susceptible to a single-point failure at the route switched connection with node b. By examining its
center if redundancy techniques are not employed at routing table, node d recognizes that the shortest
that point, path to node b is over port 2. However, port 2

Both the isolated and distributed adaptive, the has been declared dead according to the status table.
third and fourth categories, are classes of decentral- Therefore, node d selects the second highest priority
ized algorithms; that is, routing decisions are made path, over port 1 to node c. Node c will then refer
by the individual nodes in the network. The ma- to its local route table and complete the connection
jor difference between the two is that in the isolated to node b via its port 1, if that resource is available.
adaptive case, each node bases its perception of the In summary, this decentralized approach utilizes
network state solely upon local data, whereas for the alternate route information so that paths are dynam-
distributed algorithms, neighboring nodes exchange ically selected based on the availability of links. As a
information to achieve a broader network perspec- result, faulty links and busy circuits can be avoided.
tive. The information obtained by the collabora- This technique alone, however, is insufficient in meet-
tive method, in general, is more precise than that ing all the routing requirements of the information
obtained by the independent operation. Therefore, network. The limitations of the algorithm can be
the distributed approach can produce more optimum attributed to the narrow, local perspective the in-
routing, dividual nodes possess of the network world around



them. For example, nodes adjacent to an inopera- receive a response or an acknowledgment when at-
tive destination node would be unaware of that fact. tempting to communicate with that network element.
Each neighbor would perceive that its port to the Each of the neighbors logs a failure of the output
failed node is down and would attempt, to no avail, port connecting itself to the dead node. The cen-

to contact that destination over an alternate route, tral manager collects these fault reports while polling
The procedure for determining that the path search /the nodes for network state data. Since none of the
process should, in this case, be aborted involves sig- surrounding nodes could establish communications
nificant communications overhead. Another short- with the node in question, the central manager de-
coining of this algorithm as a stand-alone approach duces that the node must be missing or inoperative.
is its inability to support network evolution. The The CM then deletes the node from its list of ac-
mechanism that would allow the nodes to adapt their tive nodes in the net and initiates the execution of a

operation to accommodate the addition or deletion of shortest-path algorithm. This algorithm will deter-
network elements is missing, mine the shortest route between every node pair in

To overcome these limitations, a centralized au- the network and must also explore alternate paths
thority is added to the routing algorithm which main- so that they may be ranked and included in the re-
tains global information about the state of the net- vised route tables. A shortest-path algorithm which
work. This authority takes the form of a dedicated accomplishes all the above for any configuration of
processor attached to the network with the responsi- the mesh topology is described in the next section
bility to optimize the decentralized routing operation of this paper. Having completed the route compu-
and adapt the route tables to topological alterations, tations, the CM transfers the updated tables, which

now reflect the absence of the failed or removed node,

Centralized Route Table Optimization to the active nodes in the net.

The network response to a dead or broken linkThe information contained in the local route ta-
begins with the detection of that fault by the twobles of the nodes must be updated on occasion so
node neighbors connected by the link. Both nodesthat the route selection process can be made respon-

sive to changing network conditions. This updating report the failure of their output ports associated
is essential to achieving optimum route selection and with the faulty link to the central manager. If
adaptive operation. In the hybrid routing strategy, this is the only fault in the network at that time,
a central manager (CM)is added to the network for the failure can be handled effectively by the link

avoidance capability of the nodes and no action otherthe sole purpose of optimizing the route tables em-
than recording the fault need be taken by the CM.ployed by the nodes. The optimization process re-

lies on the ability of the central manager to obtain However, after a second element failure occurs, the
a global view of the network condition. To achieve potential exists for establishing a path which does

not represent the best choice in terms of minimum
this global view, the CM periodically collects network

distance because the best choice for an alternatestate data from each node. Although these state data
represent only the local network perspective held by route which avoids a faulty link will be influenced by
the individual nodes, the CM uses this set of local subsequent faults along the path. Since the nodes

which are responsible for route selection lack thedata to deduce global knowledge of the state of the
broad perspective necessary to anticipate subsequent

network. In other words, the nodes provide pieces faults, the central manager must intercede after aof the network puzzle, and the central manager as-
second link failure occurs. The CM will recompute

sembles those pieces to construct an overall picture, network routes and alter the affected table entries inKnowledge of the network condition allows the CM to
the nodes.

compute enhanced route tables which it then trans-

fers to the appropriate nodes. In an operational ver- The hybrid routing algorithm must also adapt
sion of the information network, the central manager to the addition of a new node to the network in
would be configured as a fault-tolerant processor with support of system evolution. When the new node
multiple connections to the net (fig. 7). This config- is in place, its preliminary function is to issue an
uration alleviates the repercussions associated with introductory message to all the nodes to which it is
a single-point failure at the CM. directly attached. The neighboring nodes report the

As an example of the CM-node interaction for up- presence of the new node to the CM. From these
dating route tables, consider the case where a node reports, the central manager determines the relative
goes down or is actually removed from the network, position of the node in the net, assigns it a unique
The neighboring nodes which are (or were) physically address, and recomputes route information which
attached to the inoperative (or missing) node fail to reflects its presence and the availability of new routes.



Shortest-Path Algorithm tination paths and, with slight modification, can de-
rive a ranking of alternate routes.

After analyzing the network state data supplied_ Before a specific description of this algorithm can
by the nodes, the central manager may conclude that be given, it is necessary to introduce and define
sufficient topological changes have occurred to war- pertinent variables. Let r once again represent the
rant recomputing the route tables. For this purpose, destination or root node and v represent all other
the CM initiates execution of a centralized algorithm nodes in the net. Every node v will be assigned
which can be accurately classified as a shortest-path a label to keep track of the shortest paths during
algorithm. Most existing computer networks employ each iteration of the process. The label has the form
some form of shortest-path algorithm for routing and [n,D(v)] where D(v) is the current iterate for the
a great deal of attention has been devoted toward shortest distance from node v to r and n identifies

their development in the past. The fundamentals on the next node along that path. The distance D(v)
which shortest-path algorithms are based reside in can be expressed as the total number of hops to r or
the graph theory discipline. (See ref. 7.) In general, the aggregate cost associated with a path from v to
the objective is to determine the shortest path from r, depending upon the application. Finally, L(ij) is
all nodes v in the net to a node r, the result of which the length of the link joining nodes i and j. If no link
forms a tree T with root r. For example, figure 8 exists between nodes i and j, L(i,j) is equal to oo. If
presents a rooted tree T whose root is node 1. Each a link exists, L(i,j) is equal to either 1 hop or, when
node v has a unique path to the root r, node 1, and cost factors are employed, it is the cost of the link
that path represents the shortest path from node v joining nodes i and j.
to r. Therefore, for example, the shortest path from The step-by-step procedure for computing the
node 4 to 1 is through node 2 and from node 6 to 1 shortest path from all the nodes in the network, v,
the path is through node 3. to a common destination, r, is as follows:

The concept of a "shortest path" requires fur-
ther clarification. For some applications, the short- (1) Initialization: Set the distance from r to itself,
est path is that which provides the shortest physi- D(r), equal to 0; label all other nodes, v, with
cal distance from a specific node to the destination the label [-,oo] which means that the path from

node v to r is currently undefinedfor the given network configuration. This is true for
circuit-switched applications. The distance is mea- (2) For each node v, update the label as follows:

sured in hops where the number of hops is equal to For each neighbor of v, denoted as w, examine
the number of nodes along the path including the the current distance from w to r,D(w)

root node. For example, the distance from node 5 For every w of v let
to node 1 in figure 8 is 2 hops. The shortest path
in a packet-switched network will not necessarily be Dr(v) = D(w) + L(v,w); i.e., the distance from
the shortest physical route but rather the path that v to r via a path through w is the sum of the
offers minimum message delay. The selection of the distances from w to r and w to v
minimum-delay path requires a mechanism whereby If D'(v) < D(v), then set D(v) = D'(v) and n
the selection process is biased in favor of routes with = w; i.e., if the current iterate for D(v) is less
lighter traffic loads. This mechanism generally in- than the previous shortest distance, relabel
volves assigning a cost factor to each network link node v as [w,D_(v)]
which is a measure of the traffic load on the link. For

virtual circuits, the cost factor would be directly pro- (3) Repeat step 2 for every node v until there are no
further label changesportional to the number of active, logical communica-

tion channels supported by a link. The shortest-path This procedure can best be illustrated via an
algorithm considers the individual link costs when example. Figure 9 presents a six-node, irregular
exploring potential point-to-point routes and selects mesh network and the step-by-step results of the
the path that offers the minimum aggregate cost. shortest-distance computations with node 6 as the

An algorithm, described by Schwartz and Stern root or common destination. The labels [n,D(v)] for
in reference 8, is a candidate approach to route nodes v, 1 through 5, are shown as a result of each
table generation for the hybrid routing technique, step and all distances to node 6 are expressed in hops.
This shortest-path algorithm is applicable to any net- Initially, the labels are all of the form [.,5], where the
work topology and has been implemented in various distance of 5 hops designates the lack of a path to the
forms in existing computer networks (e.g., TYMNET destination (total number of nodes in the net minus
(ref. 9)). It is an iterative procedure by which the one). The iterative process is complete after step 5
central manager can compute shortest source to des- since these results are identical with those of step 4.
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From the information contained in the final set of does so by adapting the route information resident
labels, a rooted tree can be constructed (fig. 10(a)) in the nodes to changes in topology caused by faults
which depicts the shortest paths to the root. In and/or data system evolution. The central manager
addition, route table entries for nodes 1 through 5 periodically collects local state data from the nodes,
are presented in figure 10(b) which specify the next derives a global perspective of the network condition
node along the shortest path to destination node 6. from these data, and computes updated route tables

For the purpose of evaluating this algorithm, it which reflect the current condition of the network.
was coded in Pascal to run on a Digital Equipment An experimental emulation network will be em-
VAX-11/750 computer. Each network node takes its ployed to evaluate the hybrid routing technique, as
turn as the root for the program computations to well as other control algorithms, for the purpose
obtain a complete set of shortest-path information of determining their applicability to an integrated,
for any network configuration. All routes for the six- fault-tolerant information network for Space Station
node network shown in figure 9 were computed in applications. Since this emulation network will con-
20 ms on a VAX-11/750. sist of twisted-pair links connecting microprocessor-

Since the decentralized route selection process of based electronic nodes (as opposed to optical fibers
the hybrid technique requires alternate path infor- and electro-optic nodes), the net will not support the
mation, a minor modification to the shortest-path high data rates required for fully integrated commu-
algorithm is required. The central manager must nications. It will, however, provide a relatively inex-
maintain labels associated with alternate routes to pensive test bed for performing various network ex-
the destination in addition to the primary shortest- periments and for evaluating candidate control algo-
distance label. This process involves recording the rithms. Therefore, a relative "measurement of merit"
results of each D(w) + L(v,w) computation at every can be established for the candidate approaches in
step of the process. Upon completion of the process, terms of their amenability to high performance and
the CM sorts the resulting path information for each fault tolerance.
node v to obtain a ranking of paths. From the previ- Of initial concern is the establishment of physical
ous example (fig. 9), the possible paths from node 2 circuits (i.e., circuit switching) in the experimental
to 6 are through nodes 1, 3, 4, and 5. The distances network to support the emulation of real-time video
associated with those paths are communications. The continuous, high-throughput

nature of video data presents the major challenge tow = 1; D(1) + L(2,1) = 4 hops
the design of the network architecture. Therefore,w = 3; D(3) + L(2,3) = 3 hops

w = 4; D(4) + L(2,4) = 2 hops the hybrid routing technique will initially be evalu-
ated in terms of its effectiveness in selecting routes

w = 5; D(5) . L(2,5) = 2 hops for physical source to destination circuits. Algorithm
Therefore, entry 6 of the route table for node 2 would characteristics such as path setup time, "shortest-
look like this: path" computation time, and speed of response to

topological alterations must be investigated in an ac-
tual network environment.

Next node address for

path ranking of
Destination

address 1 2 3 4 NASA Langley Research Center
6 5 4 3 1 Hampton, VA 23665-5225

May 1, 1986
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TABLE I. INFORMATION NETWORK ROUTING REQUIREMENTS

Select optimum source to destination communication path
Shortest path
Detect and avoid faulty network elements
Minimize path setup time

Congestion control
Avoid busy circuits (circuit switching)
Traffic balancing (packet switching)

Adapt to topological alterations

TABLE II. ROUTING ALGORITHM CLASSIFICATION

Nonadaptive
No attempt to adjust to changing net conditions
Fixed or random routing

Centralized adaptive
Central authority dictates routing decisions
More near-optimal routing
Routing control center can represent performance bottleneck

Isolated adaptive
Independent operation
Adaptability via exclusive use of local node data

Distributed adaptive
Utilize internode eooperation
Nodes exchange information to arrive at routing decisions

8



N = Node
H = Host

Figure 1. Mesh topology provides alternate paths for fault tolerance.



N : Node
:: H = Host

Figure 2. Braided mesh topology.

2 3

Figure 3. Regularity of braided mesh simplifies network modifications.
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Figure 4. Circuit switching provides a physical path for host-to-host communications.
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LOCALROUTINGTABLE

DESTINATION PORTRANKING

ADDRESS 1ST 2D 3D 4TH

ADDRESS
OF
ALL

OTHER
NODES

PORTSTATUSTABLE

PORT ALIVE BUSY

I
2
3
4

Figure 5. Table structure for route lookup and port status (four-port node).



Route table for node d Port status table for node d

Port ranking Port Alive* Busy
Destination

Ist 2d 3d 4th I i 0
2 0 0

Node a 2 I 4 3 3 1 0
Node b 2 I 4 3 4 I 0
Node c I 2 4 3
Node d .... *I denotes alive and busy,
Node e 4 3 i 2
Node f 3 4 I 2
Node g 3 4 I 2

Figure 6. Route and port status tables for node d of seven-node braided mesh network.
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Processor t
Figure 7. Fault-tolerant central manager with multiple connections to the network.



r = Node 1
v = Nodes 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

Figure 8. Example of a rooted tree T.



Nodes, v = 1 2 3 4 5

Step:

i D(6) = 0 [.,5] [.,5] [.,5] [',5] [-,5]

2 [. ,5] [.,5] [.,5] [6,1] [6,1]

3 [. ,5] [4,2] [4,2] [6,1] [6,1]

4 [2,3] [4,2] [4,2] [6,1] [6,1]

5 [2,3] [4,2] [4,2] [6,1] [6,1]

Stop

Figure 9. Example of shortest-path algorithm applied to six-node, irregular mesh network with node 6 as the
common destination.



,..-Root

(a) Rooted tree resulting from shortest-distance computations of figure 9.

Route table "Next node" entry
for node for destination6

1 2
2 4
3 4
4. 6
5 6

(b) Next node along the shortest path to node 6 for route tables 1 through 5.

Figure 10. Results of shortest-path computations.
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